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Teaching notes 

Questions for learning and 
discussion topics 
Mary Whitehouse and Ally Davies 

Use the questions below either in class or for individual work after students have read the articles in 
the magazine.  Some of the questions require additional data — students should either make 
reasonable estimates of quantities, or look up values using a data book or websites.  

The Isaac Physics project produces online materials to support post-16 physics students. Follow the 
links to problems and resources from Isaac Physics that relate to articles in this issue of PHYSICS 

REVIEW. 

Stockbridge dampers 
1 In the section on damping the author states that the natural frequency of the cable depends 
on the distance between the pylons. Explain why the distance between the pylons is a factor. 

2 What are the two properties of the cable system that determine the speed of the wave on the 
cable? Write down the equation used to determine the speed of the wave on the cable.  

3 Use estimated quantities to show that the statement that the resonant frequency of a power 
cable is in the range 3–150 Hz is reasonable. 

The Compton effect 
1 Compton used X-rays with wavelength 0.7090 nm. Calculate the potential difference needed 
to generate X-rays with this wavelength. Give your answer to an appropriate number of significant 
figures. 

2 The author derives Compton’s formula (Equation 5) and states that it is in complete 
agreement with his experimental results. Use data from Figure 1 to show that this is the case. 

Isaac Physics problems 
https://isaacphysics.org/questions/light_pressure 

Astronomers use trigonometry 
1 Use information about Aristarchus’ calculation of the relative distances of Moon and Sun to 
show your understanding of the terms accuracy and precision. 

2 The author states that the value for distance to NGC4151 has an uncertainty of 13%. Explain 
what is meant by uncertainty and suggest what is the greatest source of uncertainty in calculating the 
distance. 
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3 Explain why the UV observations of NGC4151 were made from a satellite while the IR 
observations could be made from Earth. 

Not the Nobel Prize 
1 Explain why Moseley’s work was so important in getting the periodic table accepted as more 
than simply a chart showing the patterns in the properties of the elements. 

2 Suggest why the frequency of the characteristic X-rays produced by an element depends on 
the atomic number of that element. 

Online: Forces and fields 
Isaac Physics problems 
https://isaacphysics.org/gameboards?filter=true#4ae3af92-93bb-46b3-b4db-6ccfd8f3706f 

Exam talkback: Conservation of momentum 
Isaac Physics problems 
https://isaacphysics.org/questions/three_collisions_num 

Mathskit: y = mx + c 
Isaac Physics problems 
isaacphysics.org/questions/the_photoelectric_effect 

This resource is part of PHYSICS REVIEW, a magazine written for A-level students by 
subject experts. To subscribe to the full magazine go to 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/physicsreview 


